
 

 
CREATIVE ENERGY VANCOUVER  
PLATFORMS INC. 
 
Suite 1 – 720 Beatty Street 604 688 9584   TEL 
Vancouver, Canada 604 688 2213   FAX 
V6B 2M1 creativeenergycanada.com 

5 May 2020 
 
Via E-filing 
  
Mr. Patrick Wruck 
Commission Secretary 
BC Utilities Commission 
Suite 410, 900 Howe Street 
Vancouver, BC V6Z 2N3 
 
Dear Mr. Wruck:    
 
Re:  British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC, Commission) 

Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc. (Creative Energy) 
2019-2020 Revenue Requirements Application (RRA) for the  
Core Steam System and Northeast False Creek Service Areas (Application) 

 
Creative Energy writes to file its responses to Commercial Energy Consumers Association of British 
Columbia (CEC) IR No. 2 in the above noted proceeding, in accordance with Order G-103-20. 
 
For further information, please contact the undersigned. 
   
Sincerely,  

 
Rob Gorter 
Director, Regulatory Affairs and Customer Relations  
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Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc.  
2019 – 2020 Revenue Requirements Application for 

 Core Steam System and Northeast False Creek Service Areas  
 

CREATIVE ENERGY RESPONSE TO CEC IR NO. 2 

14. Reference:  Exhibit B-6, CEC 1.4.2 

 

14.1 What, if any, impact is Creative Energy anticipating that the COVID-19 pandemic will have on 
load growth, or any other metric relevant to the Revenue Requirements including customer 
defaults, salaries, and overtime?  Please explain and provide quantification where possible.  

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the responses to BCUC IRs 41.1 and 41.1.1. 

 

14.2 Has Creative Energy generated any other scenarios as a result of COVID-19?  Please explain why 
or why not and provide any scenarios developed. 

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the responses to BCUC IRs 41.1 and 41.1.1. 

4.2 

CR GATI Vj N ERGY 
,. 

Please provide justificat ion for the expected rate increase of 5%. Why is 'no load growt h' a 
reasonable assumption? 

RESPONSE: 

The reference to the 5 percent increase is the result of a scenario that contemplates what the 
estimated required rate increase per year would need to be to clear the RODA balance in 10 years, 
that is by 2030 a nd as contemplated under Order G-167-16. 

For the purpose of this scenario, Creative Energy assumed no load growth over t hat period simply as a 
means to estimate an indicative upper bound to an estimated rate increase per year. The 5 percent 
increase estimate was provided to put Creative Ene rgy' s proposed rate increase in 2020 into context 
given the expectation reflected in Order G-167-16 and the current uncertainty, and not to propose 
and otherwise 'justify' an actual expected 5 percent rate increase per year for 10 years. 

Creative Energy cla rifies, as it may assist, that 'load growth' should be interpreted to mean the 
addition of new customers to the NEFC service area, not growth in load from existing customers with 
fo ur buildings connected a nd now taking full service. 



 

15. Reference:  Exhibit B-6, CEC 1.5.1 

 

15.1 What conditions could cause the forecast timing to vary from the approved 24-month 
amortization period? Please provide examples. 

RESPONSE: 

Amounts collected through the Fuel Cost Adjustment Charge (FCAC) Rate Rider are a function of load, 
and likewise, the overall ongoing balance in the Fuel Cost Stabilization Account (FCSA) is a function of 
approved versus actual load and approved versus actual fuel costs.  

Load may vary as a function of weather, economic conditions, or other circumstances such as the 
municipal, provincial and federal measures put in place to manage our collective response to COVID-
19. 

Creative Energy’s fuel costs, recovered through the Fuel Cost Adjustment Charge (FCAC) are set for a 
given load forecast based on the underlying FortisBC Rate Schedule 7, under which Creative Energy is 
served for its natural gas supply. Thus, any factors that affect FortisBC rates may also affect the 
balance of the FCSA subject to the timing of FortisBC rate changes in relation to the timing of 
determining the FCAC as typically set in October each year in advance of the November-October ‘Gas 
Year’. 

If there are any material changes to the underlying drivers of the balance in the FCSA, including to the  
actual amounts or forecast amounts to be recovered through the FCAC and FCAC Rate Rider in relation 
to the 24-month amortization period for recovery of the excess fuel costs incurred during the Winter 
of 2018/2019, these changes will be reported quarterly as required, with any adjustments proposed 
as necessary.  In its next quarterly report to the Commission Creative Energy expects to review and 
comment on the impact of COVID-19 on the balance of the FCSA. 

5.1 Please confirm with explanation that the FCAC Rate Rider to steam customers re flects separate 
va lues and does not require downward adjustment as a result of the addit ion of the FCAC Rate 
Rider to NEFC. 

RESPONSE: 

The FCAC Rate Rider of $4.40/ M# remains applicable to a ll Core st eam customers, including t he NEFC 
syst em which is treated as a customer of the Core system. The application of the FCAC Rate Rider now 
directly t o NEFC hot wat er customers does not require a downward adjust ment to the level of t he rat e 
rider. The application of t he FCAC Rate Rider directly to NEFC cust omers recovers revenue that offsets 
costs t hat otherwise w ould be added to the RDDA and does not reduce t he FCSA balance. 

As discussed in t he response to BCUC IR 29.4, Creat ive Energy tracks t he actual a mounts recovered 
through the FCAC Rat e Rider to steam customers and accordingly draws down th e actual balance in 
the FCSA. Creative Energy reports quart erly to t he Commission on the balance in the FCSA relative to 
the approved 24-month amortization period to ensure that actual recovery is t ra cking to forecast . If 
necessary, Creat ive Energy could propose an adjust ment t o the level of the FCAC Rate Rider t hrough a 
quart erly report if t he forecast t iming for full recovery of the excess balance in th e FCSA were to vary 
from t he approved 24-mont h amortization period. 



15.2 Please confirm that the direct charge on an equivalent FCAC Rate Rider to NEFC customers in 
2020 does not result in any subsidization from one group of customers to the other, and provide 
a quantitative assessment.  

RESPONSE: 

Confirmed. In fact, the effect of the direct charge of the FCAC Rate Rider to current NEFC customers is 
to avoid the potential intergenerational inequity of deferring these fuel costs for recovery from future 
NEFC customers, including new NEFC customers, which would be the case if these costs continue to be 
allocated to the RDDA for future recovery. There is no quantitative assessment necessary. 

16. Reference:  Exhibit B-6, CEC 1.7.1

16.1 Please provide further discussion of a rationale for using undepreciated capital values other 
than that it provides a particular result. 

RESPONSE: 

Creative Energy believes that using undepreciated capital values under the 3-factor approach would 
provide a better result compared to using depreciated values, and such an approach would be 
consistent with the standard industry practice to use gross capital in the Massachusetts formula.    

The dollars allocated through the formula should reasonably reflect the actual overhead costs that an 
energy system is incurring. Using depreciated capital skews the results as more would be allocated to 
systems in the early years when the capital balance is higher and less in the later years when the asset 

Creative Energy has also assessed a 3-factor met hodology alternative that uses undepreciated capital 
values. This approach, instead of using depreciat ed values as in Table 9, serves to highlight and 
account fo r the underlying a llocat ion issue relat ed to t he size and number of cust omers of t he Core 
syst em, factors which are d iscounted on a re lat ive basis compared to the other smalle r and newer 
projects when t he depreciat ed values of assets a re used as inputs. 

Thus, t he '3-factor undepreciated' approach would also serve t o improve t he fairness in the allocation 
of the residual general and administration costs across a ll Creat ive Energy projects. This conclusion si 
shown in t he results of the '3-factor undepreciated' met hodology as presented in the table below. The 
resu lts for t his approach track more closely to Creat ive Energy' s proposed 2-factor approach t han to 
current approver '3-factor depreciat ed' methodology, underscoring t he merits a lso of the 2-factor 
approach 

Opening 2020 {projected) 

South South 
Main& Downtown Downtown 

Core Steam Keefer Kensington NEFC Heating Cooling Pendrell Total 

3-factor {undepre<iated PPE) 81.2% 1 .1% 3.0Yo 7.9% 4.0% 1.4% 1.5% 100.0% 

2-factor 83.4% 1.0% 3.0Yo 7.7% 2.8% 0.9% 1.2% 100.0% 

3-factor {depreciated PPE) 77.1% 1 .3% 3.6Yo 9.3% 5.0% 1.8% 1.9% 100.0% 



is almost fully depreciated even though overhead costs related to any specific system would not 
actually be declining over time.  Using undepreciated values or the 2-factor calculation provides a 
better result as overhead costs allocated are more consistent year over year.   

 

17. Reference:  Exhibit B-4, BCUC 1.8.1 

 

 

17.1 The job vacancies in 2018 would appear to be offset to some degree by higher overtime in 2018.  
Please provide quantification for the various costs in 2018 and 2019 showing the additional 
costs and various offsets resulting in the increase in 2019. 

RESPONSE: 

Creative Energy considers that the premise of this question may be incorrect because overtime 
expense was not related to or driven by an associated job vacancy. The job vacancy primarily related 
to the Chief Engineer role which does not impact overtime and there are no applicable labour cost 
offsets to note other than the variance explanations that have already been provided. 

 

 

 

 

 

8.1 Please expla in why the 2019 Test Year base wages ($1,226,794) increased by approximately 
9percent compared to 2018 Act ual base wages ($1,130,144), considering that the annual union
approved wage increase was 1.8 percent for 2019. 

RESPONSE: 

In dolla rs, the increase is $96,650. The wage increases of 1.8% represents $20,,343 of the increase. A 

number of factors contributed to 2019 actuals being more than 1.8% higher. This includes the 
following: there were job vacancies for part of 2018, most significantly the Chief Engineer position, 
that were not experienced in 2019; overtime was correspondingly higher in 2018 than in 2019; and 
there were more new employees hired in 2018 than 2019. For new plant employees, t here is a 
probationary period where they earn less than full salary. 

Note that t his cost should be viewed in combination with Distribution wages. During 2018, t he plant 
team and distribution team shared employees t hat were qualified to work for both groups. 



18. Reference:  Exhibit B-4, BCUC 1.15.3

18.1 Please explain how the $7,303 for the 2020 Test Year was developed and why it is higher than 
2019 Projected. 

RESPONSE: 

The amount for the 2020 Test Year is based on actuals for this item from 2015-2018.   The forecast did 
not consider 2019 as actual costs for 2019 were not available at the time the 2020 Test Year was 
prepared.   

15.3 Please explain how t he 2020 Test Year fo recast for Admin & General Expenses ($7,303) was 
developed. Why were 2018 Act ual costs of $25,493 higher? 

RESPONSE: 

This category consist s of a variety of items such as team building events, the company Christmas 
breakfast , summer BBQ, office snacks, employee accommodation and food -related travel expenses 
while employees att end conferences. A portion of these costs are now included in employee benefits 
in 2019 and 2020. 



19. Reference:  Exhibit B-4, BCUC 1.28.4 

 

19.1 Please provide Creative Energy’s views as to the use of benchmarking analysis comparing rates 
against alternative sources of energy from a customer’s perspective. 

RESPONSE: 

Any individual or organization that is deciding between owning, leasing or renting space in a building 
(or any owner/developer that is evaluating the alternative design and construction of a building and 
its systems) will evaluate and weigh a multitude of qualitative and quantitative attributes, informed 
also by their own individual circumstances and objectives.  

One set of factors that prospective customers or end-users of district energy may evaluate in deciding 
between owning, leasing or renting space in different buildings are the alternative systems and forms 
of energy used to generate the thermal energy for space heating and cooling in those building, the 
environmental sustainability of the energy, and the cost of such services. A benchmarking analysis 
that compares actual or estimated rates against alternative sources of energy delivered by different 
utilities serving different buildings may thus be useful information from the perspective of such 
prospective customers or end-users. Similarly, such analysis may also assist Commission review of 
utility CPCN applications when comparing preferred versus alternative project delivery of such energy 
services in relation to the financial sustainability of the preferred alternative.  

 

28.4 Please expla in if Creat ive Energy completed a benchmarking analysis to compare the applied-fo r 
rates wit h other utilit ies. 

RESPONSE: 

Creat ive Energy did not complete a benchmarking analysis to compare t he applied-for rates with 
other ut ilities. Creative Energy would question the value of such an analysis for assessing individual 
utility cost of service within a utility revenue requirement s applicat ion given the co ntext 
dependencies in underlying cost drivers and any differences in rate designs, to say not hing of not 
having a full line of sight into t hose factors for any utility possibly reviewed. 

In Creat ive Energy's view, benchmark rat es may be appropriate in certain circumst ances when 
comparing project alternatives and their relat ive competitiveness for customers seeking service in 
comparison to available alt ernatives. 



20. Reference:  Exhibit B-4, BCUC 1.31.12 BS 1.31.13 

 

 

20.1 Please confirm or otherwise explain that the 2017 approved expenses based on incremental 
costs in 920 Admin & General Salaries means that all the costs except the $6,000 were borne by 
core steam heat customers.  

RESPONSE: 

Confirmed.  The approved 2017 RRA did not allocate costs using the Massachusetts formula.  The 
Commission approved Creative Energy to use the Massachusetts formula effective for 2018 pursuant 
to Order G-205-18. 

 

915 

S'20 

S-21 

S-22 

S-23 

9211 

S'25 

S'26 

31.12 Please clarify how the 2017 Actual and 2018 Act ual amounts were determined in Lines 40-49 of 
NEFC Schedule 14 (e.g. direct ly charged, allocated cost - Massachusetts Formula, other). 

RESPONSE: 

The amounts were based on the 3-factor Massachusetts formula. 

31.13 Please provide explanat ions for variances greater than +/ - 10 percent in all administrat ive and 
general costs (i.e. Lines 40-49 in NEFC Schedule 14) between: 

a) 2017 Approved and 2017 Act ual; 
b) 2017 Actual and 2018 Actual; 
c) 2018 Actual and 2019 Test Year; and 
d) 2019 Test Year and 2020 Test Year. 

RESPONSE: 

a) 
20 17 2011 

Approved Actual Vair i31ME 9' Comment. 
Directors Fees S,000 2, 039 [5, 961) -];Yo 20: 7 budt;Et sigrificantly overestimated thE amount of 

di-cctor's fees re ouircd =or N[ f C. 
Adm tr & General 5alarleS 6,000 5J,90J 45,901 76-So/♦ 20:1 a0orcwed e:<perse_; were b3sed on Incremental costs. for 

t l"P ,l~UAI m;t,;. r h :. f\;l_j!,((. 1-orm11la -.,.,,.C: 11(.Pd 

Offic: Supplies & U<p 9,200 10, 71G 1,!i1(i 1G?I While'n chongc is obovc 10%, wecb notcon.s.ider t~,c dollor 
YdlUt: -::1:i. ) i1,:;1t'uiul. Sim lor lo «Jruin & KC1•t •~I !)Cllc:1 it~. T1~ h 
alloca:ec based or the M:1ss. Formub. 

Admir & Gcncniil Cxp 0 -142 442 n/• 

Sut.·\ .tdl Sc:1vit.t: ) 6,100 4,927 11.17$) -19Yo 1/\'hilt:~ d1cu1~t: h ol>uvc 10%, wt=W 11olu11rlloit.le1 lht I.Jolla, 
value-:1s s1e1ttcant. s11111:n tc admln&eeneral salaries. 1t11s 
ic; ;i,llor;1TP<.1 M ,Pct n n rhP M;i,;.'- 1-nrmul.1 

IMurance :6, 500 9, 692 [6, 808) -11Yo NEFC d:d not have sep.1rate property in~urance until 2019. 
lns•.1r.::incc for 20:17 wa:; al cGltcd u.:.ing the JJI.JGs. Forin.J.,.:, 
~Ion: . 

a:n:urieS& oarre2e.s-WC6 0 J,LH 1,193 NiA see resoonse toadmtl &eeneral x,lartes. These should be 
v1e'Nej m combination. 

En olovee Benefits 0 10, 098 10,098 NiA see resoonse to admtl &eeneral x,lartes. These should be 
v1?'NP1.1 1n r nrnh1nM ll'YI 



21. Reference:  Exhibit B-7, CEC 1.11.3 and 1.12.5.3 

 
21.1 What are Creative Energy’s expectations with regard to how the COVID-19 pandemic will affect 

decarbonization and the timing of any projects that Creative Energy may undertake? Please 
explain and provide quantification where possible.  

RESPONSE: 
 
In Creative Energy’s view, the COVID-19 pandemic will not have a material impact on the policy 
imperative to decarbonize in jurisdictions like British Columbia. Creative Energy’s efforts to evaluate 
its low-carbon project alternatives and to seek CPCN approval of such a preferred project at the 
appropriate time are business-as-usual.   
 
 
 
 

11.3 Please e laborate on the be nefits to t he Core customers and the NEFC. 

RESPONSE: 

It is necessary for Creative Energy to plan and study to enable and support low-carbon energy 

development, d riven by t he policy imperatives as referenced in the preamble to t his IR and with 

Commission oversight as required in accordance with t he applicable sections of the Utilities 
Commission Act. 

Creative Energy simply cannot ignore t hese requirements and it does not conceive of a legisla tive nor 

policy framework where these requirements do not expand and become more stringent ly enforced. 

Thus, Creative Energy must actively pursue these efforts to ensure t hat it is able to serve the thermal 

energy needs of existing and future customers. The benefit to Core Steam system customers, including 

the NEFC system, is continuity of cost-effective t hermal energy service. 

12.5 .3 What additional work needs t o be done and what will be the value of the addit ional 

work? 

RESPONSE: 

Before the Fuel Switch Project could move forward, Creative Energy would need t o comp lete the 

ne cessary work in support of an application t o t he Commission for a CPCN, submit such application 

and obtain CPCN approval. Creative Energy does not have a current est imate of the cost and t ime t o 

complete these steps in re lation to the Fuel Switch Project . 



22. Reference:  Exhibit B-7, CEC 1.13.6 

 
22.1 Please fully describe the relationship between Reshape Infrastructure Strategies and Creative 

Energy, including ownership of Reshape Infrastructure Strategies.  Is Reshape Infrastructure 
Strategies an arms’ length organization?  

RESPONSE: 
 
There is no ownership interest of Creative Energy or any of its affiliates in Reshape Infrastructure 
Strategies or vice versa. Reshape Infrastructure Strategies has been engaged as a consultant to 
Creative Energy, and was engaged by Creative Energy to help in developing the original Fuel Switch 
Study project scope. This was prepared in collaboration with the City of Vancouver and an application 
was submitted to the Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) for project funding.  The study plan 
and FCM application were made prior to the financial close of the acquisition of Central Heat 
Distribution (now called Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc.) by Creative Energy Canada 
Platforms Corp, and FCM approval was received shortly after close of the acquisition.  A principal of 
Reshape Infrastructure Strategies, Mr. Berry, was appointed an independent board member of 
Creative Energy Vancouver several months after commencement of the FCM-funded Fuel Switch 
Study.  There were no changes to the scope of Reshape’s tasks or budget for the FCM-funded portions 
of the Fuel Switch Study.  Reshape was also retained on a time and materials basis for follow-up to 
the study (Enabling Low Carbon Development Project). Mr. Berry was recused from any budget 
approvals required by the Board for follow-up tasks.  
 

22.2 Please confirm that an RFP process was conducted for the Lead Consultant position.  

RESPONSE: 

Not confirmed. Creative Energy selected Reshape Infrastructure Strategies based on the firm’s 
expertise in developing business cases for low-carbon district energy projects, as well as the firm’s 
specific experience with examining fuel switch opportunities for the Creative Energy steam system. 
The FCM-funded Fuel Switch Study was a progression of two earlier screening-level studies.   The first 
of these earlier screening studies was funded by the City of Vancouver with the participation of the 
previous owners of Central Heat.  The second screening study considered possible synergies with Port 
Metro Vancouver.  This study was jointly commissioned by the City of Vancouver and Port Metro 
Vancouver, with partial funding support from BC Hydro.  Reshape Infrastructure Strategies’ 
predecessor company, Compass Resource Management (together with several technical subs), was 
engaged to lead the previous studies under a standing offer arrangement with the City of Vancouver, 
which was entered into following a public procurement process.  An RFP was not conducted for the 
full Fuel Switch Study because it built on the previous screening studies and also the due diligence 
conducted under the standing offer procurement by the City of Vancouver.  The study plan and 

13.6 Please ident ify the Lead Consultant for both the Fuel Switch Study and the Enabling Low Carbon 

Development proj ect. 

RESPONSE: 

The Lead Consultant is Reshape Infrast ructure Strateg'ies. 



budget were subject to approval of both the City of Vancouver and Creative Energy prior to 
submission to the FCM for funding approval.  The Enabling Low Carbon Development project involved 
follow-on tasks to the Fuel Switch Study provided on a time and materials basis.  

22.2.1 How many companies bid on the Lead Consultant position and why was Reshape 
Infrastructure Strategies selected?  

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 22.2.  
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